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ABSTRACT− The supercritical Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) for the Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) from Internal 
Combustion (IC) engines has been a growing research area in recent years, driven by the aim to enhance the thermal 
efficiency of the ORC and engine. Simulation of a supercritical ORC-WHR system before a real-time application is 
important as high pressure in the system may lead to concerns about safety and availability of components. In the 
ORC-WHR system, the evaporator is the main contributor to thermal inertia of the system and is considered to be the 
critical component since the heat transfer of this device influences the efficiency of the system. Since the thermo-
physical properties of the fluid at supercritical pressures are dependent on temperature, it is necessary to consider the 
variations in properties of the working fluid. The well-known Finite Volume (FV) discretization method is generally 
used to take those property changes into account. However, a FV model of the evaporator in steady state condition 
cannot be used to predict the thermal inertia of the cycle when it is subjected to transient heat sources. In this paper, a 
dynamic FV model of the evaporator has been developed and integrated with other components in the ORC-WHR 
system. The stability and transient responses along with the performance of the ORC-WHR system for the transient 
heat source are investigated and are also included in this paper. 
 
KEY WORDS: Dynamic model, Finite volume, Organic Rankine Cycle, Supercritical evaporator, Transient heat 
source, Waste heat recovery 

NOMENCLATURE  

A heat transfer area, m2  
Cp specific heat capacity, kJ/kg.K  
D hydraulic diameter, m  
H specific enthalpy, kJ/kg  
h heat transfer coefficient, kW/m2K  
K thermal conductivity, kW/m.K 
L plate length, m 
m mass, kg 
ṁ mass flow rate, kg/s  
Np rotational speed, RPM  
N number of segments  
n number of plates 
Nu Nusselt number  
P pressure, kPa  
Pr Prandtl number  
 
 

* Corresponding author. e-mail: b.nguyen@qub.ac.uk 

Q heat transfer rate, kW  
Re Reynolds number  
T temperature, K  
V volume, m3 or velocity, m/s  
W power output, kW  
w plate width, m or specific work, kW/kg 
μ dynamic viscosity, Pa.s  
ρ density, kg/m3  
ƞ efficiency  
υ specific volume,m3/kg  
 
SUBSCRIPTS 
 
ac accumulator 
b bulk 
cy cycle 
con condenser 
ev evaporator 
exp expander 
h heat source 
hr heat recovery 
i inlet  
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isen isentropic 
j segments notation 
l liquid 
o outlet  
p pump 
pc pseudo-critical 
r refrigerant  
ref reference  
w wall 

ABBREVIATIONS 

FV Finite Volume 
IC Internal Combustion 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
ORC Organic Rankine Cycle 
PCM Phase Change Material 
RPM Revolutions per Minute 
TEG Thermoelectric Generator 
WHR Waste Heat Recovery 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The global energy consumption in the form of heat, 
electricity and mechanical power has increased by over 
50% in the previous decade. Around 86% of this energy 
demand is fulfilled from fossil fuels (International 
Energy Statistics, 2016). Over the last few decades, the 
prices of fossil fuels have also increased by around three 
times (Chen et al., 2014)  and, as a result, energy 
generated from fossil fuel has become expensive. 
Moreover, the greenhouse gases and pollutant emissions 
due to the burning of fossil fuels have an unavoidable 
effect on the environment and Ozone-layer depletion. 
Both the higher fuel cost and environmental issues have 
driven recent research to emphasize the development 
and utilization of alternative sources of energy, such as 
geothermal, solar heat and various types of waste heat, 
etc. (Molina-Thierry and Flores-Tlacuahuac, 2015). 
Among these alternative sources, the waste heat from 
internal combustion (IC) engine has a significant 
importance to the energy conversion efficiency of the 
engine. A typical IC engine with diesel fuel, at its best 
operating condition, can convert a maximum of 45% of 
fuel energy into shaft energy; while the gasoline engine 
converts a maximum of 35% (Boretti, 2012). The rest of 
the fuel’s energy is lost to the exhaust and cooling 
systems. The waste heat from IC engines are low to 
medium grade energy, and one popular method of using 
this heat is to integrate a waste heat recovery (WHR) 
system at the bottom of the main engine system. The 
WHR system converts the exhaust or coolant heat into 
either mechanical rotation or electrical power, which 
increases the thermal efficiency and, as a result, reduces 

the fuel consumption of the engine (Glover et al., 2014; 
Imran et al., 2015). Within the WHR system, three 
technologies were considered: Thermoelectric 
Generator (TEG), Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and 
Phase Change Material (PCM) engine system; these can 
be found in the literature (Johansson and Söderström, 
2014). The selection of appropriate technology for the 
WHR is dependent on the type of heat source, the heat 
transfer requirement, and the application, etc. The 
conversion efficiency of the PCM, TEG and ORC are, 
generally, up to 2.5%, 5% and 16%, respectively 
(Johansson and Söderström, 2014). Among these 
methods, the ORC is well established and preferred for 
waste heat recovery from low and medium grade heat 
sources because of its high thermal efficiency, low 
weight, small volume, simplicity, availability of 
components and compatibility with a range of heat 
sources (Gao et al., 2012; Shu et al., 2014; Johansson 
and Söderström, 2014).  

The ORC is a fluid-based power cycle that consists of 
four basic components: pump, evaporator, expander, 
and condenser. The working fluids used in the ORC are 
organic substances (i.e., hydrocarbons or refrigerants) 
instead of water which is normal in the traditional 
Rankine cycle. Compared to water, the thermo-physical 
properties of the organic fluid are more suitable to use 
in a WHR system with a low to medium grade heat 
source and can generate a power output from a few kW 
to 200 kW (Bamgbopa and Uzgoren, 2013; Zhang et al., 
2013). 

Selection of the working fluid and operating 
condition of the ORC is always critical in the design of 
WHR systems since they affect the thermal and 
exergetic efficiency of the cycle. Shu et al. (2014) 
studied 4 different working fluids with the aim to 
compare the performance indicators, such as power 
output, thermal and exergy efficiency and low 
investment cost. Saleh et al. (2007) presented the 
performance analysis of the ORC for a geothermal 
application with regards to 31 pure organic fluids. The 
selection of best working fluids with respect to different 
applications have been studied thoroughly and the 
outcomes of the investigations can be found elsewhere 
(Schuster et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2012; Saleh et al., 
2007; Chen et al., 2010; Glover et al., 2015a; Palma-
Flores et al., 2015; Shu et al., 2014). 

Two classified operating conditions of the ORC 
waste heat recovery system can be observed: subcritical 
and supercritical. The operating pressure of the 
subcritical ORC is below the critical pressure of the 
working fluid; while the supercritical ORC is run at a 
pressure higher than the critical pressure. The 
investigations on supercritical ORC carried out by 
Glover et al. (2014), Gao et al. (2012), Shu et al. (2014) 
and Schuster et al. (2010) show that the heat addition to 
the working fluid at supercritical pressure, instead of 
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subcritical pressure, can lead to a higher cycle 
efficiency. This is primarily due to the higher net power 
output and lower exergy losses. Chen et al. (2011) 
showed that a supercritical ORC with a zeotropic 
mixture as the working fluid could improve the thermal 
efficiency by 10%–30% more than the subcritical ORC. 

Despite the various benefits of the supercritical ORC, 
high pressure in the system lead to concern about safety 
and availability of components. For this reason, both 
steady-state and dynamic simulation of the supercritical 
ORC-WHR system is necessary before testing the real 
system. The investigation of steady-state modelling of 
the supercritical ORC-WHR system has been presented 
in several reports (Chowdhury et al., 2015a and 2015b; 
Gao et al., 2012; Glover et al., 2015a and 2015b; 
Karellas et al., 2012; Schuster et al., 2010 ). However, 
most of these focused on the fluid selection (Gao et al., 
2012; Glover et al., 2015a; Schuster et al., 2010); 
design, optimization and performance analysis (Schuster 
et al., 2010; Karellas et al., 2012; Chowdhury et al., 
2015a and 2015b; Glover et al., 2015b). To the author’s 
knowledge, the dynamic model of the supercritical ORC 
based waste heat recovery system using transient heat 
sources from an internal combustion engine has not 
been investigated before. In this work, the dynamic 
model of the evaporator and its stability and transient 
responses are investigated at supercritical pressure. The 
model is then integrated with other components of the 
ORC-WHR system and the performance of the 
completed cycle including evaporator and expander 
outputs are investigated. The aim of the simulation of 
this dynamic model is to show the effect of variable 
input conditions on the performance of the system and 
examine the output range of a typical small to a medium 
grade waste heat source.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 
conceptual WHR system with a transient heat source is 
described in section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed 
model of individual components of the WHR system 
with a focus on the evaporator model. The performance 
indicators of the WHR system are discussed in section 4. 
Key results from the dynamic simulation of the 
completed cycle and a comprehensive analysis are 
presented in section 5. Brief conclusions of the work 
presented in this paper are drawn in section 6. 

2. WASTE HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM WITH 
TRANSIENT HEAT SOURCES 

The heat from an internal combustion engine is usually 
wasted in two ways: through the coolant, and the 
exhaust system. The coolant temperature fluctuates only 
moderately and can reach temperatures of up to 373 K, 
but the engine’s exhaust gases are highly transient in 
terms of mass flow rate and temperature and can reach 

instantaneous temperatures of  up to 1073 K (Boretti, 
2012; Horst et al., 2014; Chowdhury et al., 2015b; 
Glover et al., 2014). When a WHR system operates with 
a highly transient heat source, it is challenging to keep 
the operating parameters within the designed ranges. 
Moreover, the rapid change of the upstream conditions 
may affect the life of the WHR components. One way to 
reduce the disturbance from the high-transient heat 
source is to divide the total heat recovery system into 
two parts: heat collection, and heat conversion units. 
This conceptual scheme is shown in Figure 1. The heat 
collection unit in this research is termed as the 
secondary fluid loop, and the heat conversion unit is 
termed as the ORC. In this schematic diagram, the heat 
from an internal combustion engine’s exhaust and 
coolant is initially transferred to the carrier fluid, i.e. 
thermal oil or water, which has a high thermal inertia 
that prevents the fluid from changing its temperature 
rapidly.   

 The hot carrier fluid from the secondary fluid loop is 
then passed through the evaporator of the ORC. The 
liquid organic fluid is pumped to the evaporator where it 
is heated and vaporized by the hot carrier fluid. The 
vaporized fluid is then expanded and produces 
mechanical energy output through the shaft of the 
expander. A generator is normally coupled with the 
expander shaft to convert mechanical energy into 
electrical power. Exhaust vaporized fluid from the 
expander passes through a condenser where secondary 
cooling fluid, i.e. air, removes additional heat and 
converts the vaporized fluid back to the liquid. An 
accumulator is connected between the condenser and 
the pump to maintain sub-cooling of the organic fluid 
and absorbs the liquid level fluctuations of the cycle.  

 
 
Figure 1. Conceptual two loops waste heat recovery 
system. 
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3. MODELLING OF ORGANIC RANKINE 
CYCLE 

3.1. Evaporator  
 

The evaporator is considered as a critical part of the 
ORC waste heat recovery system since the heat transfer 
from the heat source to the working fluid takes place 
within this component. Several types of heat exchanger 
can be used as the evaporator in the WHR system, such 
as finned tube, shell and tube, plate, etc. The selection 
of heat exchanger mainly depends on the operating 
conditions, types and phase of fluids, flow rate and heat 
transfer requirements of the system (Thulukkanam, 
2013). Among the conventional heat exchangers 
available in the market, a counter-flow plate heat 
exchanger (Figure 2) is chosen as the evaporator in this 
research because of its compactness and outstanding 
heat recovery qualities (Shu et al., 2014). The 
geometrical parameters of the selected evaporator are 
listed in Table 1.  

Three modelling techniques for the evaporator can be 
found in the literature: single-segment lump method, 
three-zone method and distributed or finite volume (FV) 
method (Sun and Li, 2011). A single segment technique 
treats the evaporator as a single-phase (i.e. liquid) heat 
exchanger. The single-segment method is appropriate 
for modelling of evaporator when the specific heat of 
the fluid in the heat exchanger does not change with 
temperature. A zone modelling technique can be used 
where the evaporator has three distinct phases: liquid, 
liquid-vapor and superheat zone (Quoilin et al., 2010; 
Tian et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012 
and 2014 and Hou et al., 2011). The heat transfer 
equations in each zone are solved by applying this 
method. A finite volume technique splits the evaporator 
into small segments and the thermo-physical properties 
are assumed to be constants at each segment since the 
temperature variations of the segment is considered low 
and it is reasonable to assume as a constant (Quoilin et 

al., 2011; Sun and Li, 2011; Feru et al., 2014; 
Chowdhury et al., 2015a and 2015b).  

When an evaporator is subjected to a supercritical 
pressure, thermo-physical properties of the working 
fluid are strongly dependent on the temperature 
(Karellas et al., 2012). Furthermore, a distinct phase for 
the fluids does not exist at supercritical conditions. For 
these reasons, a single segment lump method with 
constant fluid properties or a zone-wise technique 
cannot be used to calculate the heat transfer in 
supercritical conditions. In order to take the property 
changes into account, the evaporator is divided into 
small segments along the flow direction as shown in 
Figure 3, and the governing mass and energy 
conservation equations for each segment are solved 
using the finite volume method. Since the evaporator is 
the main contributor to the thermal inertia of the WHR 
system, it is necessary to develop a model that predicts 
the dynamic behaviour of the evaporator accurately.  

The proposed dynamic model of the evaporator is 
built with the following assumptions: 
 The model of the heat exchanger is assumed to be 

one-dimensional, and the heat transfer from or to 
the surrounding environment is negligible.  

 The momentum conservation is not considered in 
the model and therefore, the pressure variations 
within the heat exchanger are neglected.   

 Heat transfer from the heat source to the refrigerant 
or in the wall takes place through convection, not 
conduction. 

 Heat generation within the heat exchanger is zero. 
 Heat exchanger wall is uniformly built and thermo-

physical properties are assumed to be constant. 
 Flow through the heat exchanger is uniform, and 

there is no viscous effect within the flow channels. 
 Thermo-physical properties of refrigerant and heat 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Plate heat exchanger (GEA Heat exchangers,  
2014). 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Finite volume discretization. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Specification of the evaporator. 
 

Notations Parameter Value 
A Heat transfer area of the evaporator 5.78 m2 

L Length of each plate of the evaporator 0.478 m 

W Width of each plate of the evaporator 0.124 m 

n Number of plates 100 

K Thermal conductivity 0.015 kW/mK 
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sources for each discrete volume or segment are 
constant. 

 Heat exchanger fouling is not included in the 
model. 

The numerical model of the finite volume evaporator 
is designed with four inputs and two outputs and is 
shown in Figure 3. The inputs of the model are mass 
flow rate rm  and enthalpy irH ,  of the refrigerant at the 
inlet of the evaporator; mass flow rate hm and 
temperature ihT ,  of the heat source; and the outputs are 
the heat source outlet temperature ohT ,  and refrigerant 
outlet enthalpy orH , .  

For each discrete segment, the governing mass and 
energy conservation equations for the refrigerant, heat 
exchanger wall and the heat source fluid are defined as 
follows: 

Mass conservation of the heat source and refrigerant: 
 

outjinj
j mm

dt
dm

,,  −=     (1) 

 
where jm  is the mass of the fluid in each segment, 
which is calculated by: 
 

)(tVm jjj ρ=      (2) 
 
where )(tjρ is the density of the fluid for segment j  
which varies with time, jV  is the volume of each 
segment. 

Energy conservation equation for the refrigerant: 
 

0)( ,1,,,
,

,, =−−+ − jrjrjrjr
jr

jrjr QHHm
dt

dHV ρ    (3) 

 
Energy conservation equation for the heat source 

fluid: 
 

0)( ,1,,,,
,

,,, =+−+ + jhjhjhjhpjh
jh

jhpjhjh QTTcm
dt

dTcV ρ  (4) 

 
Energy conservation equation for the heat exchanger 

wall: 
 

0,,
,

,, =+− jrjh
jwall

jwallpjwall QQ
dt

dTcm                 (5) 

 
where jQ is the evaporator heat input at segment j and 
is defined by 
 

)( ,,,,, jrjwalljrjrjr TThAQ −=     (6) 

)( ,,,,, jwalljhjhjhjh TThAQ −=    (7) 
 

The heat transfer area, volume and mass of the heat 
exchanger for each segment are calculated as follows: 
 

N
AAj =        (8) 

N
VVj =                     (9) 

N
mm wall

jwall =,                   (10) 

 
where  A , V and wallm  are the total heat transfer area 
( 2m ), empty volume ( 3m ) and empty weight ( kg ) of 
the heat exchanger, respectively; N  is the number of 
segments; jhh ,  and jrh , are the convective heat transfer 
coefficients ( KkW/m2 ) of the heat source fluid and 
refrigerant with the wall; jhm , ( skg / ) and jrm , ( skg / ) 
are the mass flow rate of heat source and refrigerant 
respectively; jhpc , and jwallpc ,  ( KkgkJ ./ ) are the 
specific heat capacity of the heat source and heat 
exchanger wall, respectively; jrH ,  is the specific 
enthalpy of the refrigerant in kgkJ / . 

In this method, the outlet conditions of the heat 
source and refrigerant are initially guessed. With the 
inlet and initial outlet conditions, the simultaneous 
differential equations for the heat source, refrigerant, 
and the wall are solved accordingly. The solution starts 
from the st1 segment and finishes at the thN segment as 
shown in Figure 3.  

The convective heat transfer coefficients in Equations 
(6-7) for each segment are calculated based on the local 
temperature and thermo-physical properties of the fluids. 
The thermo-physical properties of the fluids in 
supercritical pressures are highly variable with 
temperature. For example, the variation of specific heat 
capacity, Prandtl number, viscosity and thermal 
conductivity of R134a at different supercritical 
pressures, with temperature are shown in Figures 4-5. 
These properties are obtained from the U.S. National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database 
called REFPROP (Lemmon et al., 2010).  It can be seen 
from the figures that sudden variations occur mostly 
around pseudo-critical temperature and the effects 
become lesser at higher pressures. However, the 
variation effects cannot be avoided completely at the 
higher pressure. Since the heat transfer coefficients of 
the fluids are calculated with these properties, they have 
a strong influence in the heat transfer calculation.  For 
this reason, instead of using classical correlation, the 
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Jackson correlation for supercritical fluids (Jackson and 
Hall, 1979a and 1979b) is used to calculate the Nusselt 
number Nu  for the refrigerant in Equation (11). This 
correlation neutralizes the variation effects around the 
pseudo-critical point. 

The Nusselt number correlation for the refrigerant is 
calculated as follows: 

 
n

bp

p

b

wall
br

c
cNu 
















=

3.0

5.082.0 PrRe0183.0
ρ
ρ

  (11)  

where 
ballw

ballw
p

TT
HHc

−
−

=   (12)  

4.0=n for pcwallb TTT <<  and wallbpc TTT <<2.1  









−+= 1 2.04.0

pc

wall

T
Tn  for wallpcb TTT <<  

















−−








−+= 1 51 1 2.04.0

pc

b

pc

wall

T
T

T
Tn   

for pcbpc TTT 2.1<<  and wallb TT <  

  (13)  

where bT  is the bulk temperature of the refrigerant, pcT
is the pseudo-critical temperature of the refrigerant; pc  

is the average specific heat capacity of the medium; 
wallρ  is the density of the working fluid at wall 

temperature and bρ  is the density of the working fluid 
at bulk temperature; allwH  and bH  are the enthalpy of 
the working fluid at wall and bulk temperature, 
respectively. In this case, the bulk temperature is the 
same as the average refrigerant temperature of the cell.    

The heat transfer coefficient for the heat source is 
calculated with Equation (14) using the Dittus Boelter 
correlation as suggested by Sharabi et al. (2008).  

 
3.08.0 PrRe023.0=hNu                 (14) 

 
The convective heat transfer coefficients of the fluids 

are calculated by Equation (15), whereas the Reynolds 
number Re  is calculated using Equation (16). 

 

K
hDNu h=                  (15) 

µ
ρ hVD

=Re                  (16) 

 
where hD is the hydraulic diameter of the plate heat 
exchanger ( m ), ρ is the density ( 3/ mkg ) of the fluid, 
µ is the dynamic viscosity ( sPa. ) and V is the velocity 
of the fluid ( sm / ). 
 
3.1.1. Performance of evaporator model 
 
The working fluid and heat source used in this 
simulation are R134a refrigerant and hot water, 
respectively. The performances of the evaporator model 
were tested at a supercritical pressure of 6 MPa. This 
value is far away from the critical pressure of the R134a 
refrigerant, which is 4.06 MPa. As reported by Karellas 
et al. (2012), when the pressure of the evaporator rises, 
the error of the finite volume calculation is reduced, and 
the procedure converges with fewer segments. The 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Calculation error of dynamic evaporator 
model for different segment numbers. 
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Figure 4. Variation of specific heat capacity and Prandtl 
number with temperature. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Variation of thermal conductivity and 
dynamic viscosity with temperature. 
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prediction errors of the refrigerant enthalpy and the heat 
source temperature are calculated for the different 
numbers of segments against the reference 100 
segments model and shown in Figure 6. The errors in 
the prediction of the refrigerant enthalpy for 10, 20 and 
50 segments model are 7.05%, 3.14%, and 0.77%, 
respectively (Figure 6). On the other hand, the errors in 
the prediction of the heat source outlet temperature are 
found to be less than 1% in all the cases. The number of 
segments for the evaporator is set to 20 in this 
simulation, as it is a good compromise between iteration 
time and the accuracy of the model.  

All thermo-physical properties of the heat source 
fluid and R134a are obtained from the REFPROP 
database. This database is used to calculate the 
thermodynamic properties of pure fluids and predefined 
mixtures.  

This section presents the performance analysis of the 
dynamic evaporator model as follows.    
 
3.1.1.1 Stability analysis  
 
The stability of the developed transient model of the 
evaporator was carried out under different inlet and 
outlet conditions. During the first iteration, two nominal 
outputs for the heat source temperature and refrigerant 
enthalpy are assumed with initial values. These two 
outlet conditions are then used to calculate the initial 
temperature and enthalpy for each segment of the 
evaporator. The initial wall temperature of each cell is 
calculated as follows:  
 

2
,,

,
jrjh

jwall
TTT +

=                  (17) 

 
The initial thermo-physical properties of the fluids in 

each cell are obtained from their corresponding 
temperatures and pressures. The initial conditions for 
the second iteration are updated from the output of the 
first iteration. Three different sets of initial outlet 
conditions: Equal, Reasonable and Very low-Very high 

are assumed at the first iteration. The values and their 
convergence status are shown in Table 2 and Figures 7-
9. During the simulation, all inlet variables of the 
evaporator model were kept constant so that the model 
could be converged to steady state condition without 
having any transient disturbance.   

Results from the stability analysis show that the 
model converged to the same steady state value with 
three different initial guesses. This means that the model 
is robust and still converged to steady state with any 
initial values.  
 
3.1.1.2 Transient responses 
 
In this section, the transient behaviour of the evaporator 
is investigated in two scenarios: step changes in inlet 
temperature and mass flow rate of the heat source. The 
number of finite volumes, the pressure of the evaporator, 

 
 

Figure 7. Steady state convergence of heat source outlet 
temperature. 

 

 
 
Figure 8. Steady state convergence of refrigerant outlet 
enthalpy. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Steady state convergence of wall temperature. 
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Table 2.  Initial assumptions and convergence status for 
stability analysis of the evaporator model. 
 

Guesses 
Inlet conditions 

)(KT  
)/( kgkJH  

Initial guess for  
 outlet variables 

)(KT  
)/( kgkJH  

Actual outputs 
)(KT  

)/( kgkJH  

Convergence 
status 

Equal 
507, =ihT  507, =ohT  483 

Converged 
09.242, =irH  09.242, =orH  407.7 

Reasonable 
507, =ihT  83.480, =ohT  483 

Converged 
09.242, =irH  45.407, =orH  407.7 

Very low 
Very high 

507, =ihT  22.298, =ohT  483 
Converged 

09.242, =irH  8.647, =orH  407.7 
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the geometry, and the fluids have all remained the same, 
as for the stability analysis.  

Figures 10-12 show the outputs of the evaporator 
model with respect to the step change (-48 K) to the 
heat source inlet temperature at 150=t seconds. Prior 
to the step change, the model was allowed to converge 
into a steady-state value to eliminate the effect of initial 
assumptions. During the transient response simulation, 
all other inlet variables were kept constant. 

Similar to the step change of the heat source inlet 
temperature, a step change (- 0.2 kg/s) of the heat source 
mass flow rate is introduced at 150=t seconds. The 
responses of this step change are shown in Figures 13-
15. The responses and convergences of the outlet 
variables with regards to the step changes in the 
temperature and mass flow rate demonstrate that the 

model is robustly built to take into account the transient 
behaviour of the inlet conditions.    
 
3.2. Pump 
 
In this research, a volumetric diaphragm pump (Hydra-
Cell Industrial pumps, 2015) is used in the simulation. 
The selected pump has a maximum outlet and inlet 
pressure of 7 MPa and 1.7 MPa, respectively. The 
highest speed of the pump can be up to 1750 RPM. The 
maximum delivery capacity of the pump at this speed is 
11.3 litres/min. The relationship between mass flow rate 
and the pump speed can be derived from the 
performance curve of the selected pump and is 
expressed as follows (Zhang et al., 2014):  

 
 
Figure 13. Response of refrigerant outlet enthalpy with 
respect to an inlet step of heat source mass flow rate. 
 

 
 
Figure 14. Response of heat source outlet temperature 
with respect to an inlet step of heat source mass flow 
rate. 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Response of wall temperature with respect to 
an inlet step of heat source mass flow rate. 
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Figure 10. Response of refrigerant outlet enthalpy with 
respect to an inlet step of heat source temperature. 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Response of heat source outlet temperature 
with respect to an inlet step of heat source temperature. 
 

 
 
Figure 12. Response of wall temperature with respect to 
an inlet step of heat source temperature. 
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                             (18) 

 
where pm is the mass flow rate of the pump in skg /  
and pN is the corresponding pump speed (RPM).  

For a given specific volume, pυ ( kgm /3 ) and 
isentropic efficiency of the pump pη , the outlet enthalpy 
and pump work can be obtained from the following 
equations: 
 

pi
p

pipop
po HPPH +

−
=

η
υ )(

                           (19) 

p

ppipop
p

mPPW
η

υ )( −
=                                 (20) 

 
where piH and poH are the enthalpy of the fluid at the 
inlet and outlet of the pump, respectively. piP is the pump 
inlet pressure and poP is the pump outlet pressure. The 
isentropic efficiency of the pump pη  is assumed to be 
constant and equal to 0.75 in this simulation (Glover et 
al., 2015b; Boretti, 2012). 
 
3.3. Expander  
 
An expander is a mechanical device which extracts heat 
energy and converts it into mechanical rotational energy. 
Several types of expander are used in smaller scale 
ORC units, including reciprocating, screw, turbine and 
scroll. In this research, a zero-dimensional 
thermodynamic model of a turbine is used for the 
simulation of the expander. The thermodynamic model 
of the expander is developed based on the steady state 
condition since the response time of the turbomachinery 
compared to the evaporator is very small and can 
normally be neglected (Quoilin et al., 2011; Bamgbopa 
and Uzgoren, 2013).   

The isentropic expansion of the expander is 
calculated by equation (21). 
 

)( exp,exp, oiisen HHw −=                           (21) 
  
where isenw  is the isentropic expansion work, iH exp, is the 
enthalpy at the expander inlet, and oH exp, is the enthalpy 
at the expander outlet.  

The total work output of the expander is obtained by 
multiplying the mass flow rate with the specific work 
output as follows: 
 

isenwmW expexpexp η=                  (22)  

 
where expη is the isentropic efficiency of the expander, 
which is assumed to be 0.85 in this research. This value 
is within the common range as prescribed in (Glover et 
al., 2015b; Gao et al., 2012; Boretti, 2012). 
 
3.4. Condenser and accumulator 
 
The condenser is a heat transfer device that removes 
heat from the vaporized refrigerant and returns it back 
to its liquid form. The condenser in the dynamic WHR 
system is considered to be a steady state device. In 
Quoilin et al. (2011), a dynamic model of the condenser 
was avoided in order to reduce the computational time. 
In this research, a thermodynamic model of the 
condenser based on the state enthalpy is represented by 
the following equation:  
 

)( ,exp, iacoconcon HHmQ −=                              (23) 
 
where conQ is the condenser cooling power )(kW , conm   
is the mass flow rate of refrigerant through the 
condenser which is the same as the mass flow of 
refrigerant at the pump. iacH ,  is the enthalpy at the inlet 
of the accumulator. 

In this simulation, it is assumed that sufficient 
cooling air is supplied to the condenser so that the liquid 
vapour refrigerant from the expander is cooled down to 
the initial inlet temperature of the pump. 

The accumulator is a liquid storage tank that is fitted 
in between the condenser and the pump, which absorbs 
the fluctuation of the fluid level in the cycle. It is 
assumed that the accumulator is large enough that it can 
maintain the sub-cooled state of the refrigerant even if 
the inlet condition of the accumulator is changed. Under 
this assumption, the accumulator can be treated as a 
steady state device, and the enthalpy at the outlet of the 
accumulator is equal to the enthalpy at the inlet of the 
pump, i.e.  

 
ipoac HH ,, =                 (24) 

 
where oacH ,  is the enthalpy at the accumulator outlet 
and ipH , is the enthalpy at the pump inlet. 
 
3.5. Overall model of waste heat recovery system 
 
The overall model of the cycle shown in Figure 16 is 
built by interconnecting all subcomponents in the WHR 
system. The inputs and outputs of the adjacent 
components are as follows:   
 The pressure at the pump outlet is equal to the 

pressure of the evaporator and at the expander inlet, 
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such that ioevievop PPPP exp,,,, === . 
 The pressure at the expander outlet and in the 

condenser is equal to the pressure at the pump inlet, 
such that ipcono PPP ,exp, == . 

 The enthalpy at the pump outlet and the evaporator 
inlet are equal, irop HH ,, = . 

 The enthalpy and specific volume of the refrigerant at 
the pump inlet is a function of the inlet pressure, 

)(, ,, ippip PfH =υ  
 The temperature of the refrigerant at the inlet of the 

evaporator is a function of the enthalpy and pressure 
at the pump outlet, ),( ,,, opopir HPfT = . 

 The enthalpy at the evaporator outlet and the 
expander inlet are equal, ior HH exp,, = . 

 The enthalpy at the condenser outlet and the pump 
inlet through the accumulator are equal, ipocon HH ,, = . 

By interconnecting the individual inputs and outputs 
of each component, a set of overall model inputs-
outputs can be defined and are listed in Table 3.   

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF WASTE 
HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEM 

The performance of the ORC-WHR system is described 
by two basic parameters: cycle efficiency and heat 
recovery efficiency as follows.  

ev

Net
cy

Q
W

=η                 (25) 

h

ev
hr

Q
Q

=η                 (26) 

 
where cyη is the cycle efficiency, which is the ratio of 
net work output to the heat recovered at the evaporator, 

hrη is the heat recovery efficiency which is defined as 

the amount of heat recovered from the given heat source. 
evQ  and hQ  are the evaporator heat input and available 

heat in the heat source, respectively. 
The net work output netW  in equation (25) is 

calculated by subtracting the pump work from the 
expander gross work as follows: 

 
)( exp pnet WWW −=              (27) 

 
The available heat hQ  is calculated by 
 

)( ,, refhihhh HHmQ −=               (28) 
 
where ihH , and refhH ,  are the heat source enthalpy at the 
inlet of the evaporator and at the reference temperature 
303 K, respectively.  

5. SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC WASTE HEAT 
RECOVERY SYSTEM 

A random heat source in terms of mass flow rate and 
temperature (Figure 17) is generated for the 
investigation of the waste heat recovery process at 
supercritical conditions. This heat source is from the 
carrier fluid, representing the total heat that is collected 
from the internal combustion engine’s exhaust and 
coolant, via a secondary heat transfer fluid loop as 
illustrated in Figure 1. The working fluid of the ORC 
used in this simulation is R134a, which is readily 
available, widely used for commercial purposes and has 
a high auto-ignition temperature. To investigate the 
effect of operating parameters on the system output, a 
random pump speed profile ranging from 200 RPM to 
1750 RPM, and its corresponding mass flow rate shown 

Table 3. Overall model parameters. 
 

Input variables Output variables 

rhhopipp TTmPPN ,,,,, ,,   conpohorev QWWTTQ ,,,,, exp,,  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Heat source mass flow rate and 
temperature with time. 
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Figure 16. Overall model of the ORC-WHR system. 
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in Figure 18 is used in the simulation. The minimum 
and maximum pump speed are set according to the 
pump specifications as discussed in section 3. The range 
of the mass flow rate profile of the selected pump is 
0.03 kg/s to 0.22 kg/s. The pump outlet pressure is set to 
6 MPa, which is well above the critical pressure of the 
R134a refrigerant. The inlet pressure of the pump is set 
to 0.77 MPa which is the minimum pressure at the 
nominal condenser temperature of 303 K (Glover et al., 
2015a). Both the inlet and the outlet pressure are 
assumed to be constant since the momentum 
conservation of the evaporator model is neglected as 
discussed in section 3.   

The number of finite volume segments of the 
evaporator for the dynamic simulation is set to 20 and it 
is expected that a higher number of segments could 
increase the accuracy of the evaporator model. 
However, a higher number of segments would also 
increase the computation time. The time step of the 
numerical model depends on the geometry of the 
evaporator, the number of finite volume segments, the 
density of the fluids in each segment and the mass flow 
rate of the fluids. The minimum time step of the 
evaporator model is calculated using Equation (29).  
 








 ××
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jhjh
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ρρ               (29) 

 
where V is the volume of each segment in 3m . 

Figure 19 shows the variation of the refrigerant’s 
enthalpy and temperature at the outlet of the evaporator 
with time. A maximum instantaneous enthalpy of 501 
kJ/kg can be observed. The maximum and minimum 
temperature at the evaporator outlet was found to be 433 
K and 380 K against a constant inlet temperature of 307 
K. This output temperature range is lower than the 
upper limit of the evaporation temperature for R134a, 
which is limited by its thermal decomposition 
temperature of 523 K. The calculated evaporator outlet 
temperature is a function of the enthalpy and pressure, 
which is obtained from the REFPROP. However, the 
variation of the evaporator temperature is primarily 
dependent on the combination of heat source inputs and 
the refrigerant mass flow rate. In the WHR system, the 
heat source conditions are normally not known in 
advance. The variation of evaporator outlet temperature 
is therefore controlled by regulating the refrigerant flow 
to the evaporator. Due to the thermal inertia of the 
evaporator, a delayed response of the evaporator 
temperature against the refrigerant flow can be observed 
in Figures 18-19.  

Figure 20 shows the variation of the heat source 
outlet temperature with time. A minimum outlet 
temperature of 387 K from the selected heat source is 
observed. The lower the temperature at the outlet of the 
evaporator, the higher the heat recovery that can be 
achieved. The factors influence the heat source outlet 
temperatures are the mass flow rate and temperature of 
the refrigerant at the inlet of the evaporator. Since the 
refrigerant temperature at the evaporator inlet is 

 
 
Figure 18. Mass flow rate of refrigerant with time. 
 

 
 
Figure 19. Variation of enthalpy and refrigerant 
temperature with time. 
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Figure 20. Heat source outlet temperature with time. 
 

 
 

Figure 21.  Evaporator heat input and expander power 
output with time. 
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considered to be constant, the mass flow rate of the 
refrigerant is primarily responsible for determining the 
heat source outlet conditions.  

The evaporator heat input to the ORC-WHR system 
is shown in Figure 21. It demonstrates that the minimum 
and maximum heat absorbed by the evaporator is 6.38 
kW and 34.34 kW, respectively. The amount of heat 
absorbed is dependent on the combination of the heat 
source and refrigerant flow at each time step. In the 
simulation, the maximum heat absorption is observed 
when the waste heat flows through the evaporator at 
0.277 kg/s with the temperature of 507.5 K and the 
refrigerant flows at 0.2 kg/s. In Figure 21, the expander 
output profile is similar to the evaporator heat input 
profile. This is as expected because the enthalpy at the 
outlet of the evaporator is assumed to be equal to the 
enthalpy at the inlet of the expander. A maximum power 
output of 5.19 kW is observed in this simulation. It can 
be seen from the figure that at certain times, especially 
after 600 seconds, the ratio of the expander power 
output over the amount of heat input in the evaporator is 
high. This is because of the higher enthalpy at the 
evaporator outlet (Figure 19), which gives a higher 
enthalpy difference at the expander, and as a result, a 
higher output for the system.   

  The cycle efficiency of the ORC depends on several 
factors including the temperature of the evaporator, the 
heat of vaporization, the pressure ratio at the expander, 
etc. Figure 22 shows the cycle efficiency of the dynamic 
ORC-WHR model with respect to the selected heat 
source. The cycle efficiency varies from 8.7% to 
14.43%; these figures may change depending on the 

combination of the mass flow rate and temperature of 
the heat source and refrigerant. The WHR system in this 
simulation can recover up to 48.8% (Figure 23) of the 
heat from the variable heat source shown in Figure 17. 
A better-designed heat exchanger should be able to 
recover more heat from the waste heat sources. It can be 
seen from Figures 22 and 23 that the trends of the cycle 
and heat recovery efficiency are opposite to each other. 
The benefit of the supercritical conditions is that a 
higher thermal efficiency can be obtained at the expense 
of a lower heat recovery. In order to achieve higher 
cycle efficiency, the evaporator outlet temperature 
should be maintained as high as possible. For a given 
heat source, the higher evaporator temperature can be 
obtained if a lower rate of refrigerant flow is maintained 
in the evaporator. However, this makes the heat 
recovery of the system lower. An optimization of these 
two efficiencies can derive the most beneficial operating 
condition of the WHR system.   

6. CONCLUSION 

The dynamic model of the supercritical ORC based 
waste heat recovery system has been presented in this 
paper. The evaporator, the key contributor to the 
thermal inertia, has been modelled with the finite 
volume technique. The stability and transient responses 
of the model have been thoroughly investigated. The 
integration of the evaporator model with other 
components of the ORC-WHR system has also been 
presented. The performance of the WHR system 
including cycle and heat recovery efficiency with the 
transient heat source has been investigated. The 
developed model is able to depict the ORC-WHR 
system with a transient scenario at supercritical 
pressure. It also shows the effect of the mass flow rate 
of the refrigerant on the evaporator outlet temperature, 
which is the critical parameter for the control of the 
WHR system in real time. 

The concept of two loops, ORC and secondary, waste 
heat recovery system for internal combustion engines 
has potential to reduce the highly transient heat input in 
the ORC-WHR systems used in automobile 
applications.  
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Figure 22. ORC cycle efficiency. 
 

 
 
Figure 23. ORC-waste heat recovery efficiency. 
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